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I thought the narrator was brilliant delivering the lines of the English Patient himself particularly well. As rare and spellbinding net of dreams as any that has emerged in recent years (Time)In this masterful novel Ondaatje weaves a beautiful and light-handed prose through the histories of people caught up in love and war. Brilliant. It is such a
thought-provoking piece of writing that one if forced to consider its achievement (Daily Telegraph)An exotic, consuming and richly inspired novel of passion. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. Help Center The English Patient wears the
triple crown: it is profound, beautiful and heart-quickening (Toni Morrison)All the allure of early twentieth-century desert exploration is contained in Ondaatje's beautiful, spare narrative . I'm sure the story is good, but the narration wasn't engaging. Among his many Canadian and international recognitions, his novel The English Patient won the
Booker Prize and the 2018 Golden Man Booker Prize, and was adapted into a multi-award-winning Oscar movie; and Anil's Ghost won the Giller Prize, the Irish Times International Fiction Prize, and the Prix MÃ©dicis. These people have come together at one tiny point in this huge history. Nowhere is more palpable than this desert, these loves and
this villa in Italy at the end of the second world war. It's sheer beauty haunts me, but it has been taken to a whole new level with Jennifer Ehle's voice. Having read The English Patient three times, watched it many more, read the screenplay, too, I anticipated this performance with that poetic sensation you feel stepping into your favourite art gallery
to revisit a personally favourite painting. There were times when I just stopped whatever it was I was doing when I listened and found myself staring into this broken world, quite overcome as each word entered my ear and seeped somehow into my blood. This is especially true in the USA where the vast majority of citizens are not used to anything but
standard US English. This is one of the few truly great post-war novels (Irish Times)A magic carpet of a novel that soars across worlds and times . The narrator is robotic and just plain irritating- a massive disappointment I already knew the story as I had seen the film yet I was keen to listen to the book for all of the missing bits.The narrator has an
American accent which I didn't think suited the story at all! I also felt like there was a lack of emotion in the telling and I found myself thinking about other things whilst listening because her voice was so boring. The dramatic events which have led the so-called English patient to be helpless and badly burned, probably dying, unfold slowly, and the
backgrounds of Hanna the nurse, Caravaggio the thief used as a spy, and Kip the sapper also are revealed gradually.It is a mesmerising story, and I felt Jennifer Ehle’s somewhat flat, emotionless, delivery was perfect for it.I enjoyed every word and miss it now it is finished! This is a wonderful tale ruined by an uninspiring unemotional monotone
narration ,I would return it if I could . No other words conjure such alertness in me. this is the real thing: muscular, resonant, alive (Spectator)In descriptive prose of spectacular beauty, he invents a desert world which is both physical and imaginative. "American English Pronunciation Program" by Barbara Raifsnider is designed for English speakers
who have very strong accents. A wise and graceful book about history itself, both the events that are its raw material and the human values that shape it (Sunday Times)Language of such riveting beauty that one is made to stop and stare (Observer)One of the most innovative and liberating writers of our time (Guardian)The best piece of fiction in
English I've read in years (Independent on Sunday)Ondaatje has now written the extraordinary novel we have been awaiting from him: The English Patient is a masterpiece (Financial Times)An extraordinary novel-poetic, philosophical, moving . But it's also one of those rare novels with so much poetry and lucidity that you will find yourself reading it a
second and third time, savouring it beauty and intelligence for weeks . Want more? Michael Ondaatje is a novelist with the heart of a poet (Chicago Tribune)Sensuous, mysterious, rhapsodic, it transports the reader to another world . Miss Louise j Parker 06-03-21 This is my favourite book. In its elegance and its satisfactions it resembles no book I
know (Richard Ford)Feats of daring espionage, aeroplanes mysteriously buried beneath desert sand, archaeological exploration in the Sahara and nail-biting accounts of bomb-disposal against a nervous clock . I saw the movie based on this book years ago and enjoyed it, so I thought I'd give this a try. I was looking forward to listening to this so much
but after just a couple of chapters I have given up. These books and cassettes will help you develop standard American pronunciation. This course includes a course book and five audio CDs. The book includes all the exercises, quiz material and reference material that are found on the audio CDs. The course's focus on connected speech make it a truly
authentic "Pronounce It Perfectly in English" by Jean Yates is a book and cassette program focusing on fluency in spoken English. Loved the narration, bore no resemblance to the film for me, so a new experience It focuses on the principle sounds in spoken American English and is therefore best suitable to beginning to intermediate level students
who need to make basic improvements in their pronunciation skills. But its setting is more than that - it embraces all of history from when the desert had seas, to Herodotus, to the Renaissance. No other writer arrests me in this way. Will by a written version from kindle . Born in Sri Lanka, Michael Ondaatje lives in Toronto. I have not been
disappointed, in fact listening has been more beautiful than I imagined it would be. the spell of his haunted villa remains with us, inviting us to reread passages for the pure pleasures of being there (Wall Street Journal)A tale of many pleasures--an intensely theatrical tour de force but grounded in Michael Ondaatje's strong feeling for distant times and
places (New York Times Book Review)It is an adventure, mystery, romance, and philosophical novel in one ... Her quiet, unemphatic voice delivers the story so powerfully and subtle shifts denote each character. "American Accent Training" by Ann Cook provides a self-study course that is sure to improve any advanced level student's pronunciation.
This books is not particularly adapted for self-study. Upper-Intermediate to advanced level learners will find this package most useful as a certain amount of familiarity with the basic sounds of the language is required. There are a few mispronounced Italian words, but Jennifer Ehle's performance is so personal and sounds so intimate, that this
production is another of this text I will return to. The English Patient has such a strange beauty that it requires and repays a reader's act of faith. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! We’ve detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. A rich and compelling work of fiction (Don DeLillo)Ondaatje is one of North America's finest
novelists . What listeners say about The English Patient Average customer ratings Overall 4 out of 5 stars 4.2 out of 5.0 5 Stars 78 4 Stars 45 3 Stars 20 2 Stars 8 1 Stars 6 Performance 4 out of 5 stars 4.0 out of 5.0 5 Stars 66 4 Stars 29 3 Stars 26 2 Stars 10 1 Stars 7 Story 4.5 out of 5 stars 4.3 out of 5.0 5 Stars 82 4 Stars 28 3 Stars 22 2 Stars 5 1
Stars 2 I've waited years for an audio book of the English Patient and this reading by Jennifer Ehle is superb. The English Patient is simply one of the best novels I have read in years (Russell Banks) WINNER OF THE GOLDEN MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018 Michael Ondaatjeis the author of several novels, as well as a memoir, a non-fiction book on film,
and several books of poetry. Ondaatje's most probing examination yet of the nature of identity (San Francisco Chronicle)A novel so compelling that you will likely read it as I did, in a single sitting. Correct pronunciation can make all the difference when living in an English speaking country. "Clear Speech" by Judy Gilbert is best suited to teachers who
can expand on the important pronunciation factors presented in this book including: stress, intonation, timing, rhythm, syllable-length, and patterning. This is a beautifully woven tale about four people, from very different backgrounds, at the end of the war. I loved the film but have never thought to look out the book - if anything it’s better than the
book.
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